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Oral benzo[a]pyrene in Cyp1a1/1b1(–/–) double-knockout mice:
Microarray analysis during squamous cell carcinoma formation
in preputial gland duct

Marina G�alvez-Peralta,* Zhanquan Shi,* Jing Chen, Marian L. Miller and Daniel W. Nebert

Department of Environmental Health and Center for Environmental Genetics (CEG), University of Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati OH

Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) is a prototypical polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) found in combustion processes. Cytochrome

P450 1A1 and 1B1 enzymes (CYP1A1, CYP1B1) and other enzymes can activate PAHs to reactive oxygenated intermediates

involved in mutagenesis and tumor initiation; also, CYP1 enzymes can detoxify PAHs. Cyp1(1/1) wild-type (WT) and

Cyp1b1(–/–) knockout mice receiving oral BaP (12.5 mg/kg/day) remain healthy for >12 months. In contrast, we found that

global knockout of the Cyp1a1 gene (1a1KO) results in proximal small intestine (PSI) adenocarcinoma within 8–12 weeks on

this BaP regimen; striking compensatory increases in PSI CYP1B1 likely participate in initiation of adenocarcinoma in 1a1KO

mice. Cyp1a1/1b1(–/–) double-knockout (DKO) mice on this BaP regimen show no PSI adenocarcinoma, but instead preputial

gland duct (PGD) squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) occurs by 12 weeks. Herein, we compare microarray expression of PGD

genes in WT, 1a1KO and DKO mice at 0, 4, 8, 12 and 16 weeks of oral BaP; about four dozen genes up- or down-regulated

during most critical time-points were further verified by qRT-PCR. In DKO mice, CYP3A59 was unequivocally identified as the

BaP-inducible and BaP-metabolizing best candidate responsible for initiation of BaP-induced SCC. Striking increases or

decreases were found in 26 cancer-related genes plus eight Serpin genes in DKO, but not in 1a1KO or WT, mice on this BaP

regimen; of the 26, 8 were RAS-related oncogenes. The mechanism by which cancer-related genes are responsible for SCC

tumor progression in the PGD remains to be elucidated.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are widely distrib-

uted in the environment. PAH procarcinogens occur as

byproducts of combustion processes such as cigarette smoke,

gas- and diesel-engine exhaust, charcoal-grilled food, creosote

railroad ties, coal-burning and coke distillation in the petro-

leum industry. The most thoroughly studied prototypic PAH

is benzo[a]pyrene (BaP).1,2 In many different mammalian tis-

sues and cell types as well as the intact animal, metabolically

activated BaP and other PAHs are well known to cause cyto-

toxic, teratogenic, genotoxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic

effects.3–6 Most specifically for BaP, covalent binding of BaP

7,8-trans-diol-9,10-epoxide to the N-9 of guanine in DNA is

most highly associated with mutations and carcinogenesis.2

BaP and other PAHs in cigarette smokers are implicated as

causative agents in human lung cancer7,8 and atherosclerosis.4

As discussed previously,9 by far the majority of particles

and chemicals in cigarette smoke and other inhaled pollu-

tants are ultimately swallowed; hence, our need is to better

understand the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of

ingested PAHs. Moreover, recent studies suggest an increased

risk of papillary renal cell carcinoma10 and exocrine pancre-

atic cancer11 among subjects who consume the largest

amount of well-done red meat cooked at high temperatures,

i.e. increased levels of BaP and other food mutagens.

Etiology of PAH-induced cancer is exceedingly complex.

By way of aromatic hydrocarbon receptor (AHR), PAHs

induce numerous enzymes—involved in both activation and

detoxification of PAHs. Traditionally, PAHs are known to be

metabolically activated by at least a half dozen Phase I

enzymes to reactive intermediates that bind covalently to

nucleic acids and proteins1–5 and detoxified by Phase II (con-

jugation) enzymes.12 In addition, PAHs participate in up-

and down-regulation of hundreds of other genes via both

AHR-dependent and AHR-independent mechanisms.4,5,7,13–16

Inducible CYP1A1 in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract has

been shown to be far more important in detoxication of oral
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BaP than in metabolic activation in wild-type (WT) or

Cyp1b1(–/–) mice.17–20 Cyp1a1(–/–) knockout mice (1a1KO)

receiving oral BaP (125 mg/kg/day) result in immunosup-

pression and death within �30 days.17 On the other hand,

Cyp1a1/1b1(–/–) double-knockout mice (DKO), receiving this

same high dose of oral BaP, are ‘‘rescued’’ from immunosup-

pression, i.e. they respond more like WT mice.18 Immunosup-

pression is most likely prevented in DKO mice because

CYP1B1-mediated BaP metabolism is required in immune

cells in order to cause BaP-induced immunotoxicity, i.e. ab-

sence of CYP1B1 leads to negligible immunotoxicity.

In 1a1KO mice receiving a 10-fold lower dose of BaP

(12.5 mg/kg/day), an adenocarcinoma of proximal small

intestine (PSI) occurs between 8 and 12 weeks.9 In 1a1KO,

but not in WT, mice between 4 and 12 weeks on this BaP

regimen, microarray analysis identified specific oncogenes

up-regulated and tumor suppressor genes down-regulated

that most likely play a role in the carcinogenic process.

Moreover, GI tract CYP1B1 levels are markedly increased9—

suggesting the CYP1B1 monooxygenase might be most likely

responsible for creation of reactive intermediates involved in

causing the BaP-initiated PSI adenocarcinoma.

DKO mice, receiving this lower dose of oral BaP (12.5

mg/kg/day), result in no PSI adenocarcinoma but instead de-

velop squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the preputial gland

duct (PGD) epithelium.9 This finding intrigued us: if a BaP-

induced cancer occurs in the absence of CYP1A1 and

CYP1B1, what enzyme might be responsible for generation of

BaP reactive oxygenated intermediates that are presumably

needed for SCC tumor initiation? Alternatively, perhaps

some other process is initiating SCC in the PGD; for exam-

ple, we previously had shown that (non-metabolized) BaP

total body burden in DKO is 3-fold higher than that in

1a1KO and 75-fold higher than that in WT.18 Likewise, what

cancer-related genes might be responsible for SCC tumor

progression in the PGD? Herein we assess, via microarray

analysis, the up- and down-regulation of gene expression in

the PGD during BaP-induced SCC formation.

Material and Methods

Chemicals

BaP was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All other

chemicals and reagents were bought from either Aldrich

Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI) or Sigma Chemical

Company as the highest available grades. Corn oil was pur-

chased from the local grocery store.

Mice

Generation of the 1a1KO21 and DKO18 mouse lines was previ-

ously described. These two genotypes have been backcrossed

onto the C57BL/6J background for eight generations—ensuring

that the 1a1KO or DKO genotype resides in a >99.8% C57BL/

6J genetic background.22 Age-matched C57BL/6J Cyp1(þ/þ)

WT mice, purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Har-

bor, ME), can therefore be used as comparative controls.

Experiments with the WT, 1a1KO, and DKO genotypes were

carried out using males only. All animal experiments (protocol

no. 04-05-10-01) were conducted in accordance with the

National Institutes of Health standards for the care and use of

experimental animals and the University Cincinnati Medical

Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Treatment

All experiments in the present study used oral BaP at 12.5

mg/kg/day. Feeding experiments with male mice were begun

at age 6 6 1 weeks.9 Rodent chow (Harlan Teklad; Madison,

WI) was soaked for at least 24 hr in BaP-containing corn oil

(1.0 mg/ml) before presentation to the mice. By knowing the

weight of food ingested daily by a 20-g mouse and by using

[3H]BaP in earlier experiments,23 we estimated that the daily

oral BaP dose was �12.5 mg/kg/day. To start Day 1 of the

experiment, mice (after having been fasted overnight) were

presented with the BaP-laced food. Fresh food was replaced

weekly. Mice eat corn oil-soaked chow eagerly. Experiments in

this study included time-points of 0, 4, 8, 12 and 16 weeks.

Biohazard precaution

BaP is highly toxic and regarded as a human carcinogen. All per-

sonnel were instructed in safe-handling procedures. Lab coats,

gloves and masks were worn at all times, and contaminated mate-

rials were collected separately for disposal by the Hazardous

Waste Unit of the University Cincinnati Medical Center or by in-

dependent contractors. BaP-treated mice are housed separately,

and their carcasses are treated as contaminated biologic materials.

Mouse tissue preparation

Following 0, 4, 8, 12 or 16 weeks of oral BaP, the PGD was iso-

lated from tissues under the skin of the penis; surrounding fat

What’s new?

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as BaP, present in cigarette smoke, among other places, are known to cause cancer.

This study investigated the up- and down-regulation of various genes in response to oral BaP exposure in mice. The authors

particularly looked at two enzymes, Cytochrome P450 1A1 and 1B1. Mice with both enzymes, and those missing 1B1, resist

cancer when exposed to BaP, but mice lacking both CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 soon develop tumors of the preputial gland duct.

What other genes are involved? Using microarray analysis, the authors identified a couple of dozen cancer-related genes that

showed striking increases or decreases in expression with BaP treatment in the absence of Cyp1A1 and Cyp1B1. The gene

encoding CYP3A59 emerged as the strongest candidate for cancer initiation.
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was carefully separated so that the preputial gland could be

harvested without breaking, as well as with virtually no other

attached tissue (surrounding skin, cartilage, collagenous tissue

or muscle). In addition to gross inspection, paraformaldehyde-

fixed tissues were dehydrated, embedded in paraffin, sectioned,

and stained with hematoxylin and eosin; the sections were

photographed for histology at several magnifications.

Because tumor formation was not seen in all DKO mice, we

began with groups of 15; those appearing histologically ‘‘most typ-

ical’’ were selected for each time-point (‘‘normal’’ at 0 and 4

weeks, evidence of dysplasia at 8 weeks, neoplasia at 12 weeks and

metastasis at 16 weeks). Three groups of N ¼ 2, for each of the

three genotypes, were used for microarray analysis in triplicate.

Additional materials and methods online

Descriptions of total RNA preparation, reverse transcription

and quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis, primer

design, microarray hybridization, microarray data analysis

(complete raw data available at GEO: GSE40633) and other

statistical methods are detailed in our Supporting Information.

Results

Histology of the preputial gland duct

Figure 1 compares typical PGD histology of DKO with that of

1a1KO mice, ingesting daily oral BaP (12.5 mg/kg/day), from

0 to 16 weeks. WT mice responded basically the same as

1a1KO mice, i.e. no substantial histological changes seen in

the PGD during the 16-week regimen (data not shown). At 0

and at 4 weeks of oral BaP, PGD of DKO mice appeared no

different from that of 1a1KO or WT; however, at 8 weeks one

could see dysplastic changes in DKO mice with enhanced ker-

atinization, keratin plugs and epithelial thickening.

In DKO but not in 1a1KO or WT, SCC of the PGD

became obvious at 12 weeks, with invasion through the base-

ment membrane, and into surrounding tissues, especially at 16

weeks of daily oral BaP (Fig. 1, top two rows, at right). At 8,

12 and 16 weeks of daily oral BaP, PGD of DKO mice showed

a general transition from secretory to squamous epithelium—

progressing to production of excess keratin and formation of

keratin pearls, as well as increases in irregular architecture, rel-

ative percentage of keratinized squamous epithelium and

Figure 1. Comparison of PGD histology in Cyp1a1/1b1(–/–) double-knockout (DKO) mice receiving oral BaP (12.5 mg/kg/day) from 0 to 16

weeks, top two rows, with that in Cyp1a1(–/–) single-knockout (1a1KO) mice, bottom two rows. Magnification is same in first and third

rows, and higher in second and fourth rows. Arrows denote squamous dysplasia at 8-week time-point, squamous cell neoplasia at 12- and

16-week time-points. Invasion of cancerous cells into connective tissue (not shown) occurred at 16-week time-point; these changes were

seen only in the DKO and not in the 1a1KO (bottom two rows) nor in WT mice (data not shown). AC, acinar cell (four of five panels in 2nd

row; all five panels in 4th row). Normal PGD morphology with stratified squamous cell epithelial lining of the larger ducts and cuboidal

holocrine secretory acinar cells is seen at 0 and 4-week time-points. Thickening of the squamous epithelium (arrow) and increased keratin

production can be seen in DKO at 8 weeks. Excessive accumulation of keratin within ducts and resulting dilatation, and an epithelial

morphology characteristic of SCC (arrows) are observed in DKO at 12 and 16 weeks.
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keratinocyte pleomorphic nuclei. The lining of tubular glands

became thickened, with abscesses and inflammatory changes;

overall architecture became disorganized, and the amount of

stroma between glands was increased. Further description of

this PGD SCC in DKO mice, receiving 12 weeks of daily oral

BaP at this dose, was reported previously.9

Strategy of microarray analysis of PGD

We wished to identify genes up- and/or down-regulated that

might be associated with SCC formation in the PGD. Similar

to what we had done previously for PSI during development

of adenocarcinoma by comparing 1a1KO with WT mice,9 we

compared gene expression microarrays at 4-week intervals in

DKO vs. 1a1KO vs. WT mice receiving daily oral BaP.

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental design. Microarray data

for each of the five time-points were compared with one

another: (4 vs. 0 weeks, 8 vs. 0 weeks, 12 vs. 0 weeks and 16 vs.

0 weeks); (8 vs. 4 weeks, 12 vs. 4 weeks and 16 vs. 4 weeks); (12

vs. 8 weeks and 16 vs. 8 weeks) and (16 vs. 12 weeks). Early

tumorigenesis processes in DKO mice are expected to be seen

at the 4- vs. 0-week and 8- vs. 0-week comparisons, late tumori-

genesis processes at the 12- vs. 8-week interval and advanced

cancer processes at the 16- vs. 12-week comparison. We

reasoned that—in the absence of CYP1A1 and CYP1B1—

another xenobiotic-metabolizing enzyme (XME), most likely

induced by oral BaP, might activate BaP to reactive intermedi-

ates responsible for tumor initiation; if induced by oral BaP or

increased by some other compensatory mechanism, the gene

encoding that enzyme should be detectable as up-regulated—at

least at the 4- and/or 8-week time-points. At the 12- and/or

16-week time-points when SCC has occurred, this XME gene

might no longer be up-regulated, because dedifferentiation that

occurs during progression of neoplasia is anecdotally well

known to silence expression of many genes. Finally, this XME

gene and enzyme idealistically should appear in DKO but not

in 1a1KO or WT groups that do not exhibit neoplasia.

Similar reasoning can be applied for cancer-related genes:

specific oncogenes might be up-regulated and tumor suppres-

sor genes down-regulated at the 4- and/or 8-week time-

points, whereas the inverse might be found at the 12- and/or

16-week time-periods. In addition to comparing 4-minus-0,

8-minus-4, 12-minus-8 and 16-minus-12 weeks, the remain-

ing six comparisons (8-minus-0, 12-minus-0, 16-minus-0,

12-minus-4, 16-minus-4 and 16-minus-8 weeks) should serve

as a cross-check and help provide additional confirmation to

specific up- and down-regulated genes—related to BaP meta-

bolic activation in the PGD as well as related to SCC devel-

opment. Moreover, comparing two genotypes (WT and

1a1KO) that show no SCC during this regimen of oral BaP

with the double-knockout genotype (DKO) that succumbs to

SCC tumorigenesis processes provides a further check-and-

balance and additional strength to our microarray analysis.

Overview of statistically significantly up- and

down-regulated genes

We chose a conservative cut-off p-value of <0.01 (Table 1). At

each time-point differential comparison, between 10% and 40%

of the genes up- and down-regulated were identified only as:

Gene model (‘‘Gm’’), i.e. unknown putative genes not yet pro-

ven to be protein-coding or expressing a functional gene prod-

uct; having a ‘‘RIKEN’’ number; ‘‘pseudogene’’; and innumera-

ble olfactory and vomeronasal receptor genes. If a predicted

unknown gene ranked among the first in that time-period, it

was kept on the list. Otherwise, most of these were removed

from the Supporting Information Tables, but anyone who

wishes to see the complete gene lists is welcome to request this.

For many of the comparison intervals (Table 1), the DKO

PGD showed fewer up-regulated genes than 1a1KO or WT

PGD; the number of down-regulated genes at the ten compar-

ison intervals was similar among the three genotypes–except,

curiously, the 12-minus-8 and 16-minus-12 week intervals in

1a1KO. For each of the three genotypes alone plus the three

comparisons between the genotypes, all ten comparison time-

points are provided in Supporting Information Tables S1–S24.

These tables include only the top three dozen or fewer genes

up-and down-regulated, plus the top two dozen most highly

significant GO-KEGG (gene ontology; Kyoto Encyclopedia of

Genes & Genomes) categories for up- and down-regulated

genes. p-Value cut-offs for the genes and categories shown in

the various tables can be seen to vary widely, ranging from

<0.01 to <10�21 (Supporting Information Tables S1–S24).

Gene expression in the three genotypes alone, and

comparison between genotypes

Table 2 is an overview of the most highly ranked KEGG and

GO categories listed in Supporting Information Tables S2, S4,

S6, S8, S10, S12, S14, S16, S18, S20, S22 and S24.

Figure 2. Microarray scheme of this study. PGD histology at each

time-point is described in red font. Compared with ‘‘unremarkable’’

histology at 0 weeks, subtle microscopic changes (‘‘6’’) could

sometimes be seen at 4 weeks, dysplasia was observed at 8

weeks, neoplasia by 12 weeks and invasion into surrounding

tissues (‘‘metastasis’’) by 16 weeks. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Interestingly, gene expression categories in the PGD of oral

BaP-treated mice were quite different—depending on geno-

type (WT vs. 1a1KO vs. DKO) as well as time of oral BaP

exposure. More importantly than studying up- and down-

regulation of genes in each of the three genotypes alone (top

half of Table 2), comparison of response to oral BaP as a

function of time between two genotypes should be more in-

formative (bottom half of Table 2). Specifically, at crucial

time-points during the processes of tumor initiation and

progression, do we observe changes in DKO-minus-1a1KO,

as well as in DKO-minus-WT, which are different from

changes in 1a1KO-minus-WT?

GO and KEGG categories in DKO alone differ from those

in WT alone or 1a1KO, and these categories in DKO-minus-

WT and DKO-minus-1a1KO differ from those in 1a1KO-

minus-WT comparisons (top and bottom halves of Table 2,

respectively). In particular, keratinization and peptidase inhibi-

tors up-regulated, and lipid metabolism and catabolic

processes down-regulated–during the first 8 weeks of oral

BaP–were most highly associated with DKO. Curiously, olfac-

tory and pheromone receptor transduction was most highly

down-regulated between 8 and 12 weeks, and then most

highly up-regulated between 12 and 16 weeks of oral BaP, in

DKO which develops the cancer; these patterns were not seen

in WT or 1a1KO mice which do not develop the cancer.

P450 gene expression

Among the three possible comparisons of each of two geno-

types, Table 3 lists all P450 (Cyp) genes significantly up- or

down-regulated during each of the ten time-point compari-

sons. The only unequivocal candidate gene that encodes a

BaP-metabolizing enzyme is Cyp3a59–strikingly elevated in

DKO during the first 8 weeks of oral BaP exposure, and

markedly diminished in DKO mice between 8 and 12 weeks

of oral BaP exposure; in contrast, Cyp3a59 is not similarly

up- or down-regulated in 1a1KO or WT mice (which do not

develop SCC of the PGD).

Cyp4a32 is up-regulated in DKO, but only between 8 and

16 weeks of oral BaP, i.e. after dysplasia has occurred.

Cyp2c67 is down-regulated in DKO between 4 and 12 weeks

of oral BaP. Cyp2j13 is down-regulated in DKO between 8

and 12 weeks of BaP. Although CYP2C24–26 and CYP3A25–30

enzymes have been shown to metabolize PAHs such as BaP,

nothing has been published in this regard about CYP4A or

CYP2J enzymes. Moreover, the CYP2C67 and CYP2J13

down-regulated mRNA data were not confirmed by qRT-

PCR (Supporting Information Table S25).

Expression of (non-P450) xenobiotic-metabolizing

enzyme genes

Similar to our analysis of all P450 genes, we analyzed expres-

sion of genes coding for all non-P450 XMEs that were sub-

stantially up- and down-regulated (Supporting Information

Table S26). One gene of interest in DKO (up-regulation dur-

ing first 8 weeks of BaP; down-regulation between 8 and 12

weeks of BaP) was Ugt2a1. Whereas it is conceivable that

UGT2A1 is induced in the PGD by oral BaP, and perhaps

UGT2A1 participates in glucuronide conjugation of oxygen-

ated BaP metabolites, we found no published information on

this topic. Also, this Phase II enzyme would not be expected

to be involved in BaP metabolic activation leading to SCC

formation in the PGD.

Prostaglandin G/H synthase-2 (PTGS2; cyclooxygenase-2)

is a non-P450 enzyme that is known to metabolize,31 and

Table 1. Summary of genes up- and down-regulated following daily
oral BaP

Time-points
(weeks) Upregulated p-value1 Downregulated p-value1

Cyp1a1/1b1(–/–) [DKO]

4–0 84 <0.0098 59 <0.01

8–0 104 <0.01 462 <0.0096

12–0 107 <0.01 18 <0.0086

16–0 121 <0.01 110 <0.01

8–4 129 <0.01 88 <0.009

12–4 255 <0.01 161 <0.01

16–4 142 <0.01 81 <0.01

12–8 100 <0.01 109 <0.01

16–8 100 <0.01 94 <0.0099

16–12 149 <0.01 117 <0.01

Cyp1a1(–/–) [1a1KO]

4–0 97 <0.01 62 <0.01

8–0 65 <0.01 80 <0.01

12–0 2 <0.0069 3 <0.0098

16–0 67 <0.0099 93 <0.0099

8–4 156 <0.0099 196 <0.01

12–4 255 <0.01 161 <0.01

16–4 864 <0.01 984 <0.01

12–8 2 <0.0084 2 <0.0083

16–8 916 <0.01 1,337 <0.01

16–12 6 <0.0093 3 <0.0083

Cyp1(þ/þ) [WT]

4–0 46 <0.0099 88 <0.0098

8–0 169 <0.01 107 <0.01

12–0 49 <0.0098 27 <0.0092

16–0 265 <0.01 220 <0.01

8–4 246 <0.01 211 <0.01

12–4 187 <0.0099 296 <0.01

16–4 276 <0.01 307 <0.01

12–8 204 <0.01 216 <0.01

16–8 442 <0.01 460 <0.01

16–12 154 <0.01 192 <0.01

1Instead of a cut-off of false discovery rate (FDR) of <0.10, we used a
cut-off p-value of <0.01.
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Table 2. Gene expression within each genotypes alone (top) and comparison between two genotypes (bottom) [KEGG and GO categories]

Oral BaP Early (0–8 weeks) Intermediate (8–12 weeks) Late (12–16 weeks)

Genotype Up Down Up Down Up Down

WT alone Organ morphogene-
sis; Cytokine;
Immune system;
Adhesion

Mitochondria; Oxidative
phosphorylation; RNP com-
plex; Organelle structures

Ribosome; Mitochon-
dria; Translation;
Oxidative
phosphorylation

Pathways in cancer; Intra-
cellular signaling; Tran-
scription; Tube
development

Extracellular matrix;
Intercelullular signaling;
Adhesion; Organ
morphogenesis

Mitochondria;
Ribosome; Translation;
Membrane; Oxidative
phosphorylation

1a1KO alone Lipid metabolism;
Lysosome; Alcohol
metabolism;
Gluconeogenesis

Olfactory and pheromone
receptor activity; Neuroac-
tive ligand-receptor;
Nucleosome

Olfactory and phero-
mone receptor activity;
Extracellular; Channel
activity

Catabolic processes;
Organelle; Protein trans-
port; Mitochondria

RNA processing; RNA
binding; Spliceosome;
Many types of catabolic
processes

Olfactory and phero-
mone transduction
and binding; Plasma
membrane

DKO alone Cornified envelope;
Olfactory transduc-
tion; Keratinization;
Response to estro-
gen stimulus

Mitochondrial and organ-
elle; Catabolic processes;
Lipid metabolism;
Peroxisome

Chemokine activities;
Immune response;
Chemotaxis; Defense
response

Olfactory and pheromone
receptor transduction;
Channel activity; Plasma
membrane

Olfactory and phero-
mone transduction and
binding; Plasma mem-
brane; Channel activity

Proteosome; Other
catabolic processes;
Oxidative phosphoryla-
tion; Protein transport

1a1KO–WT Mitochondrial and
organelle; Cofactor
metabolism; Oxida-
tion-reduction

Olfactory transduction;
Transcription factor activity;
DNA-binding; Receptor
binding

Olfactory transduction;
Calcium binding; Tran-
scription factor activity;
Membrane

Mitochondria; Organelle;
Translation; Ribosome; RNP
complex

RNP complex; RNA proc-
essing; Ribosome;
Translation; Oxidative
phosphorylation

Extracellular matrix;
Calcium ion Olfactory
transduction;
Adhesion

DKO–WT Pheromone and
odorant receptor
binding activity; Ker-
atinization; Pepti-
dase inhibitor

Lipid and fatty acid metab-
olism and biosynthesis;
Monocarboxylic; Embryo
development

Vasculature develop-
ment; Immune
response; Cell prolifera-
tion; Pathways in
cancer

Ribosome; Pheromone and
odorant binding activity;
Organelle; Mitochondria;
Retinol metabolism

Pheromone and odorant
receptor binding activ-
ity; Retinol metabolism;
Neuro receptor; Pepti-
dase inhibitor

Vasculature develop-
ment; Enzyme binding;
Pathways in cancer;
Anchoring junction;
Cell cycle

DKO–1a1KO Olfactory and phero-
mone receptor trans-
duction; Keratiniza-
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thus can be regarded as an XME. Supporting Information

Table S27 shows that the pattern of Ptgs2 expression was

completely different from that of Cyp3a59 expression.

Expression of cancer-related genes

Similar to our treatment of data in Supporting Information

Tables 3 and S26, we identified relevant cancer-related genes

that were up- and down-regulated in coordinated fashion in

both the DKO-minus-1a1KO and DKO-minus-WT compari-

sons but not seen in the 1a1KO-minus-WT comparison

(Table 4): a total of 26 cancer-related genes, plus eight Serpin

genes were identified. Possible significance of these cancer-

related genes to the oral BaP-induced process of SCC forma-

tion is discussed below.

Heat-map analysis

Supporting Information Figure S1 shows heat maps of differ-

entially expressed genes, comparing DKO vs. 1a1KO (panels

A & B) and DKO vs. WT (panels C & D). Three main clus-

ters can be seen in Supporting Information Figure S1A. In the

top cluster, gene expression levels were higher in DKO than

1a1KO from 8 weeks onward, the differences peaking at week

Table 4. Summary of putatively relevant cancer-related genes highly up- or down-regulated, following daily oral BaP following daily oral BaP1

Up-regulated genes Down-regulated genes

Weeks
of BaP DKO—1a1KO DKO—WT 1a1KO—WT DKO—1a1KO DKO—WT 1a1KO—WT

4–0 Rab11b, Magea8 Pak3 Wtap, Rad9b, Jak2 Wtap, Jak2, Elk1

8–0 Serpinb3b Serpinb3b Tusc4, Rhod Tnfrsf10b, Mia1 Magea2, Wtap

12–0 Serpinb3b

Serpinb3a, Aim2

Serpinb3a, Serpinb3b,

Serpinb3d

Serpina3i Wtap Wtap

16–0 Rab11b,
Serpina1b

Wtap, Fus Wtap, Magea2,
Fus, Pak3

Rab7, Magea2 Ssxb1, Tnfaip6,

Tnfaip3, Fosb

8–4 Serpinb3b, Rasa2 Serpinb3b Rab11b, Magea8

12–4 Serpinb3b,

Aim2, Rap1b
Serpinb3d, Serpinb3b Serpina1b, Cage1 Tnfaip6 Tnfaip6

16–4 Rab12, Jak1,
Serpinb6a

Rerg, Wtap, Aim2 Magea2,
Diras2, Frat2

Ssxb1, Tcta,
Frat2, Magea8

Ceacam1

12–8 Mertk Serpina3n Mrgpra6, Serpina6 Tnfaip6, Rhod Tnfaip6, Rhod

16–8 Mertk, Tnfrsf10b Rab11b, Erg,
Mertk, Sla, Serpinb9f

Aim2 Diras2, Rasd1 Tusc4

16–12 Serpina1b,
Tcl1b3

Serpina1b, Tcl1b3 Aim2 Aim2, Fgfr1op2 Rab7

1Those in bolded font denote cancer-related genes (other than Serpins) up- or down-regulated in DKO-minus-1a1KO and/or DKO-minus-WT but not
in 1a1KO-minus-WT comparisons.

Table 3. Summary of P450 genes highly up- and down-regulated following daily oral BaP

Up-regulated genes Down-regulated genes

Weeks
of BaP DKO—1a1KO DKO—WT 1a1KO—WT DKO—1a1KO DKO—WT 1a1KO—WT

4–0 Cyp4a31 Cyp1b1

8–0 Cyp3a59 Cyp3a59 Cyp1b1 Cyp3a25

12–0 Cyp3a57, Cyp2b19

16–0 Cyp4a12b Cyp2c37,

Cyp1b1, Cyp4a12b

8–4 Cyp4a31 Cyp4a31

12–4 Cyp2c67 Cyp2j5, Cyp2c67

16–4 Cyp2c37 Cyp2c39

12–8 Cyp3a59, Cyp2j13 Cyp3a59, Cyp2j13

16–8 Cyp4a32 Cyp4a32 Cyp2c37

16–12 Cyp4f15 Cyp2c37
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12. In the middle cluster, gene expression levels in DKO were

generally less than that in 1a1KO; gene expression in the bot-

tom cluster of Supporting Information Figure S1A does not

have a consistent pattern. In Supporting Information Figure

S1B, 9 out of 11 genes showed higher and increasing expres-

sion levels in DKO than in 1a1KO, especially after 8 weeks of

oral BaP. In Supporting Information Figure S1C, three main

clusters can be seen. Genes in the top cluster were generally

lower in DKO at all times. Genes in the middle and bottom

clusters were generally higher in DKO (again, especially after

4 or 8 weeks of BaP); no obvious pattern was observed in the

middle cluster, whereas in the bottom cluster a pattern became

increasingly clear as a function of length of time of oral BaP.

Supporting Information Figure S1D, similar to Supporting In-

formation Figure S1B shows that the majority of genes were

expressed more highly in DKO and increased with time, again

especially after 4 or 8 weeks of oral BaP.

Discussion

This laboratory has previously shown that WT mice receiving

oral BaP (12.5 mg/kg/day) remain healthy and free of can-

cer9; in fact, WT mice receiving ten times this dose remain

completely healthy for a year.23 In contrast, 1a1KO mice

receiving oral BaP (12.5 mg/kg/day) develop PSI adenocarci-

noma by 12 weeks and show an apparent compensatory

increase in CYP1B1 in the PSI, which is likely to be the XME

responsible for metabolically activating BaP, leading to PSI

tumor initiation.9 This supposition is also supported by the

fact that oral BaP-treated DKO mice, lacking CYP1B1 as well

as CYP1A1 globally, are free of PSI adenocarcinoma;

however, oral BaP-treated DKO mice instead develop SCC of

the PGD.9 The present study was designed to identify the

BaP-metabolizing enzyme in PGD that most likely causes

initiation of tumorigenesis, as well as cancer-related genes

most likely responsible for progression of this cancer.

Hence, when gene expression of a BaP-metabolizing

enzyme in DKO (which develops the SCC) differs substan-

tially from that in 1a1KO and/or WT (having no PGD SCC),

especially during the first 8 weeks of oral BaP, that gene

would most likely be involved in initiation of tumorigenesis.

Likewise, when expression of cancer-related genes in DKO

differs substantially from that in 1a1KO and/or WT, espe-

cially between 4 and 12 weeks of oral BaP, those genes would

most likely be involved in progression of tumorigenesis.

Moreover, because 1a1KO mice on this BaP regimen are

known to develop PSI adenocarcinoma,9 it is possible that

some systemic/endocrine factors of this cancer might affect

gene expression in the PGD of 1a1KO that are not seen in

that of the WT or DKO.

Why might rodents develop PGD cancer?

PGD tumors are known to occur commonly in male rodents

during toxicity and cancer testing with many different environ-

mental chemicals.32 PAHs such as BaP specifically cause hyper-

keratosis of the PGD epithelium. Among the best examples of

an XME inducer causing hyperkeratosis is dioxin-induced

chloracne in humans.33 We speculate that BaP-induced keratin-

plugging of secretions from the PGD could lead to pruritus,

followed by the mouse scratching itself, thereby setting up sec-

ondary infections. BaP-induced hyperkeratinization, plus BaP

being a well-known tumor promoter, and thus—similar to

dioxin—a cause of inflammation,14,34 all might combine to

cause both initiation and promotion of SCC in the PGD. The

question remains, however, in the global absence of CYP1A1

and CYP1B1, does some other specific XME take over in BaP

metabolic activation to aid in tumor initiation, and which can-

cer-related genes contribute to cancer progression?

In PGD epithelium, it would appear that CYP1B1 meta-

bolism might be beneficial, i.e. effecting BaP detoxication,

because these tumors only appear when the Cyp1b1 gene has

been ablated. When body burden of BaP is high, as in the

1a1KO mouse, BaP metabolism by CYP1B1 in the PGD might

function to detoxify BaP. When the body burden of BaP is

even 3-fold higher, as in the DKO mouse, both CYP1A1 and

CYP1B1 are absent in the PGD; thus, neither enzyme can

detoxify the PAH parent compound. We thus postulated that

either (i) there might be compensatory up-regulation of a dif-

ferent gene in the PGD that encodes an XME responsible for

metabolic activation of BaP, or (ii) chronic irritation and/or

inflammation caused by the parent BaP molecule rather than

BaP metabolites might lead to SCC formation in the PGD.

The present study strongly supports the former hypothesis.

Olfactory and pheromone transduction and

receptor binding

Curiously, the KEGG category of ‘‘olfactory transduction’’

and GO categories of ‘‘response to pheromone,’’ ‘‘pheromone

receptor activity,’’ ‘‘odorant binding’’ and ‘‘pheromone

binding,’’ en bloc, are extremely highly significantly up- and

then down-regulated in 1a1KO alone (Supporting Informa-

tion Tables S6 and S8) and DKO alone (Supporting Informa-

tion Tables S10 and S12), up-regulated in 1a1KO-minus-WT

(Supporting Information Table S14), and up- and then

down-regulated in DKO-minus-1a1KO (Supporting Informa-

tion Tables S22 and S24).

It is apparent that loss of CYP1A1, and especially loss of

CYP1A1 combined with CYP1B1, intensely sensitizes this en

bloc of ‘‘olfaction and pheromone transduction and receptor

binding’’ genes in the PGD. We conclude that this phenom-

enon is not directly associated with SCC formation, because

the changes are seen in 1a1KO sometimes, as well as DKO

mice. However, these data support the findings of many

others35—suggesting that these receptors in diverse cell types

are used not only to sense odors in the nose but also to

detect foreign chemicals such as BaP in unexpected tissues

such as the PSI9 and, in this study, the PGD.

Mouse [Ah] gene battery

The mouse aromatic hydrocarbon [Ah] gene battery14 com-

prises a group of chromosomally non-linked genes that are
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controlled by AHR and act in many ways similar to that of a

bacterial operon responding to specific stimuli. All three

Cyp1 genes and many non-P450 XME genes are included in

this battery; many of these [Ah] battery enzyme activities

have been associated with differences in risk of PAH-induced

toxicity, teratogenesis, mutagenesis and cancer.3,14

Interestingly, several of these genes (e.g., Aldh3a1, Ugt1@,

Nqo1) are strikingly up-regulated—during the first 4 or 8

weeks only–in 1a1KO alone (Supporting Information Table

S5), 1a1KO-minus-WT (Supporting Information Table S13)

and DKO-minus-WT (Supporting Information Table S17).

These data are consistent with the role of CYP1 enzyme(s)

controlling the expression of all genes in the [Ah] battery; in

the absence of CYP1 enzymic activity, an unknown endoge-

nous ligand binding to AHR is not degraded normally, thus

leading to persistent activation of AHR and subsequent up-

regulation of all [Ah] battery genes, as previously reviewed.14

Best XME candidate for SCC initiation

Predominant PAH-metabolizing phase I enzymes36 in diverse

vertebrates are well known to include: CYP1A1, CYP1A2

(minor), CYP1B1, CYP2C, CYP2W1 and CYP3A.1,3,24–30,37,38

This study revealed that CYP3A59 mRNA levels were 2.2-fold

decreased (p ¼ 8.6 � 10�3) in 1a1KO at the 8-minus-0 weeks

comparison (Supporting Information Table S7), 8.6-fold

increased (p ¼ 5.6 � 10�4) in DKO at the 8-minus-0 weeks

comparison (Supporting Information Table S9), 4.8-fold

decreased (p ¼ 1.1 � 10�4) in DKO at the 12-minus-4 weeks

comparison (Supporting Information Table S11), 10.4-fold

decreased (p ¼ 2.1 � 10�5) in DKO at the 12-minus-8 weeks

comparison (Supporting Information Table S11), 3.9-fold

decreased (p ¼ 5.8 � 10�3) in DKO at the 16-minus-8 weeks

comparison (Supporting Information Table S11), 10.4-fold

increased (p ¼ 2.2 � 10�3) in DKO-minus-WT at the

8-minus-0 weeks comparison (Supporting Information Table

S17), 14.5-fold decreased (p ¼ 4.3 � 10�5) in DKO-minus-WT

at the 12-minus-8 weeks comparison (Supporting Information

Table S19), 19-fold increased (p ¼ 5.9 � 10�5) in DKO-minus-

1a1KO at the 8-minus-0 weeks comparison (Supporting Infor-

mation Table S21) and 13.9-fold decreased (p ¼ 7.2 � 10�4) in

DKO-minus-WT at the 12-minus-8 weeks comparison (Sup-

porting Information Table S23). Confirmation of CYP3A59

mRNA levels by qRT-PCR (Supporting Information Table S25)

further supports our contention that the Cyp3a59 gene, encod-

ing CYP3A59, is the strongest candidate for metabolically

activating BaP in the PGD and being involved in tumor initia-

tion in this experimental paradigm.

Consideration of PTGS2 (cyclooxygenase-2) as a candidate

for metabolic activation

PTGS2 forms reactive intermediates from BaP31—at least in

part via peroxyl radical-mediated metabolism39; thus, this

was our initial candidate for ‘‘the’’ enzyme that might activate

BaP in the PGD of DKO mice having neither CYP1A1 nor

CYP1B1. PTGS2 and peroxyl radical-mediated metabolism is

primarily responsible for oxidation of (þ)-BP-7,8-diol in con-

trol animals, whereas the P450 system is primarily responsi-

ble for oxidation in PAH-treated animals.39 Nevertheless, we

carefully examined PTGS2 up- and down-regulation. How-

ever, the pattern of Ptgs2 expression was not at all similar to

that of Cyp3a59 expression (Supporting Information Table

S27). Hence, we conclude that PTGS2 is not an enzyme re-

sponsible for BaP activation in the PGD, which would lead

to SCC formation in the absence of CYP1A1 and CYP1B1.

RAS-related candidates for tumor progression

During oral BaP-induced SCC formation in PGD of DKO

but not 1a1KO or WT mice, eight RAS-related genes were

strikingly up- and/or down-regulated (Table 4). Identification

of this oncogene category should come as no surprise, how-

ever, because RAS-related genes are well known to be

mutated and, hence, critical targets during exposure of chem-

ical carcinogens such as PAHs, e.g. Refs. 40–43).

The RAS oncogene superfamily of small GTP-binding

proteins44 includes five gene families: RAS, RAL, RHO, RAP

and RAB. These proteins are involved in regulation of a

diverse set of essential cellular functions. By cycling between

inactive GDP-bound and active GTP-bound conformations,

RAS proteins are binary switches that regulate multiple cellu-

lar signaling pathways—including those involving cell growth,

differentiation and survival. Approximately 30% of all human

neoplasms express RAS mutations that lock the protein into

a constitutively active conformation. RAS activation is regu-

lated by two groups of proteins: [a] guanine nucleotide-

exchange factors (GEFs) bind to RAS and enhance exchange

of GDP for GTP, thereby activating it; [b] GTPase-activating

proteins (GAPs) inactivate RAS by binding to the GTP-

bound form and enhancing hydrolysis of the bound GTP

back to GDP.45

RAB11B (up-, then down-regulated in DKO–WT; Table 4)

is a member of the RAB family and plays a critical role in regu-

lating exocytotic and endocytotic pathways. RASA2 (up-regu-

lated in DKO-minus-1A1KO; Table 4) is a member of the

GAP1 family; RASA2 stimulates GTPase activity of normal

RAS p21 but not its oncogenic counterpart. Acting as suppres-

sor of RAS function, RASA2 enhances intrinsic GTPase activity

of RAS proteins–resulting in an inactive GDP-bound form of

RAS; this action permits cellular proliferation and differentia-

tion. RAP1B (also up-regulated in DKO-minus-1A1KO; Table

4) is a member of the RAP family and–similar to three mem-

bers of the RHO family–RAP1B is also regulated by the ubiqui-

tin-proteasome pathway, which plays important roles in con-

trolling cell polarity, migration, cell transformation and actin

dynamics.46 RAB12 (also up-regulated in DKO-minus-1A1KO;

Table 4) is a small GTPase that regulates constitutive degrada-

tion of endogenous proteins such as the transferrin receptor,

presumably from recycling endosomes to lysosomes.47 RAB7

(down-regulated in DKO-minus-WT; Table 4) is a pivotal regu-

lator in endo-lysosomal trafficking and governs early-to-late

endosomal maturation, microtubule endosomal migration and
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positioning, and endosome-lysosome transport involving a

number of distinct protein–protein interaction cascades.48

RASD1 (down-regulated in DKO-minus-1A1KO; Table 4)

is a dexamethasone-inducible signal regulator in various func-

tional and protein-interaction screens; RASD1 can promote

cell growth and tumor expansion, thus participating in the

prevention of aberrant cell growth.49 PAK3 (down-regulated

in DKO-minus-1a1KO; Table 4) is one of six p21 (CDC42/

RAC)-activated kinases. PAK proteins foster the loss of focal-

adhesion complexes. Binding of these kinases to members of

the RHO subfamily are intimately involved in morphological

processes, as well as long-term transcriptional events involved

in cellular homeostasis, proliferation and cancer. DIRAS2

(down-regulated in DKO-minus-1a1KO; Table 4) is one of

three members of the DIRAS (GTP-binding RAS-like) family.

DIRAS1 and DIRAS2 have been shown to be located in the

plasma membrane and, upon over-expression, they are associ-

ated with formation of large intracellular vacuoles.50

Besides RAS-related oncogenes, the remaining highly signifi-

cant cancer-related genes identified in this study are grouped

into six additional categories. These are discussed in detail in

the Discussion section of our Supporting Information.

Conclusions

In summary, cancer is a complex multi-stage process. An

early stage is ‘‘tumor initiation,’’ which generally includes one

or more mutations and/or DNA damage—caused by enzy-

matic formation of reactive oxygenated metabolites and/or

oxidative stress. Subsequently, ‘‘tumor progression’’ involves

oncogene activation and/or loss of tumor suppressor activ-

ities; hundreds of genes contribute to the advancement of

cancer. The present study describes a paradigm in which

daily oral BaP results in SCC of the PGD in Cyp1a1/1b1(–/–)

double-knockout but not in Cyp1a1(–/–), Cyp1b1(–/–) or

Cyp1(þ/þ) WT mice. Human cancers of most relevance51 to

this mouse paradigm would include SCC of the skin or uter-

ine cervix in which trauma and/or inflammation are contrib-

uting factors.

Using microarray analysis over 16 weeks of daily oral BaP,

we identified CYP3A59 as the most likely BaP-metabolizing

enzyme that becomes up-regulated in the absence of CYP1A1

and CYP1B1 (both of which enzymes metabolize BaP); we con-

clude that BaP metabolism by CYP3A59 is the strongest candi-

date for tumor initiation in the PGD of the DKO mouse. This

hypothesis can now be tested, because mouse lines having the

entire Cyp3a cluster ablated52,53 are available.

Striking up- and down-regulation in expression of 26

cancer-related genes plus eight Serpin genes was also

observed; eight of the 26 were RAS-related genes. Virtually

every one of these 26 cancer-related genes in the SCC of

DKO mice differs from those found during development of

BaP-induced adenocarcinoma in PSI of 1a1KO mice.9 Iden-

tification of the precise cancer-related gene(s) that partici-

pate in progression of SCC in the PGD will require further

studies.
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